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Writing lettershas always been a fairly common prac- 1031 r 1521-22.This volume contains l14 letters,a
tice among Sufis all over the Islamic world. Through number correspondingwith the number of the chapters
this medium many a shaykh has communicated his (suras)of the Qur'c1n.According to the oldest biograideas on the mystical path and a wide range of other phy of Sirhindi, Zubdut ul-Maqamar. written by the
topics to his fellow shaykhs, his disciplesor novices, same Muhammad Hàshim Kishmï. another volume
and to laymen. Theseletters(maktubar)thereforecon- was to appeaÍ, volume four. containing letters written
stitute an important source for the study of Islamic after the conclusion of the third volume. This plan.
mysticism1.
however,was thwarted by the death of Sirhindi. ThereThe letterswritten by the well-known Indian shaykh fore, these letters -- 'whose number had not yet
Ahmad Sirhindi (1564-1624),the renewer of the second reached fourteen', as the biographer puts it - were
millennium' (mujaddid-i alf-i thanl, as he is commonly added to the third volumes.
called, and the founding father of the Mujaddidi
The interestof people,especiallyof coursethe membranch of the Naqshbandr order, consist of three bers of the Mujaddidï branch of the Naqshbandïorder,
volumes,often collectivelyreferredto as the Maktubat- in the ideas of Ahmad Sirhindï led to a fairly contii Intam-i Rabbanr2. The process of collecting and nuous production of copies of his collected letters
editing theselettersstarted already during his lifetime. startingquite soon after his death in 1624.The manuFour of his disciplessuccessively
acted as editors and scripts so Íàr availabledate from the middle of the
performed this task in constant consultationwith their lTth century and Íiom lSth and l9th centuries,and
master and spiritual guide and under his surveillance. printed editions were pubiished from the last quarter
They numbered the letters and wrote a foreword both of the l9th century onwards. The manuscriptsquite
for each singleletter and for the volume as a whole3. often compriseonly one or two volumes of the collecIn the foreword for each letter the editor mentions the ted letterswhereasthe printed editions mostly have all
name of the addresseeand gives a short summary of three of them. The oldest manuscript - containing
the contents of the letter. In the foreword of each of only the first two volumes - is found in the library of
the three volumes the name of the editor is given, the the Iran-PakistanInstitute of PersianStudiesin Islamyear in which the voiumes were compiled and the abad. It is dated 14 Muharram 1056 / 16 November
number of the lettersincludedin the respectivevolume. 1654,that is twenty years after the death of Sirhindïó.
The first volume which was edited by Yár Muhammad This library possesses
another manuscript of the first
al-Jadïd al-Badakhshánïal-Táliqánr,contains 313 let- two voiumesdated 7 Ramadàn ll00 / 25 June 1689?.
ters, this number being chosen by Sirhindi since it The library of the Muslim University of Aligarh has a
correspondswith the number of the prophets and with manuscript of the secondand third volumes dated l6
the number of those who fought alongside of the Muharram 1098I 12 December1686.Preservedin the
prophet Muhammad during the battle of Badra. These library of the Indian Institute of Islamic Studies in
letters are written between 1008i1599 and 102511616- New Delhi is a manuscript of volume I, dating from
17, the former date being the year in which Sirhindi the year ll2ll1709-10. The library of Cambridge Unimet the Naqshbandi shaykh Mubammad Báqi bi'lláh versity possessesa manuscript of only volume III,
(d. 1603) who initiated him in this mystical brother- dated Muharram 1150/ May 17388.Ten yearsyounhood, and the latter date the year in which this volume ger - dating from I16011747 is a manuscriptin the
was compiled and divulged under the chronogramma- library of Dacca University. This manuscript also
tic title Durr al-ma'riJat. The editor of the second comprisesonly volume IIIe. In the library of the India
volume was'Abd al-Hayy b. Khwája Cákar Hisàrr. It Office a copy of volume I is kept, which is dated 29
contains 99 letters, a number correspondingwith the Dh[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[
ll88 / 2 March 17751o. Dating from the
number of God's Most Beautiful Names, and was lSth century is a manuscript in the Oriental Public
publishedin the year 1028 / 1618-19.The work of Library of Bankipore, which comprises only the
collecting and editing the third volume was begun by second volume. Another manuscript of the second
Muhammad al-Nu'mán b. Shams al-Drn Yahyá and volume in the same library dates from the lgth cencompletedby Muhammad Hàshim Kishmr in the year turyrr. Dating from the l8th century is a manuscript
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in the library of the Asiatic Societyof Bengal,comprising only the third volume12. The first lithographed
edition of the Maktubat - containing all three volumes
publishedin Delhi in 1288/187113.The wellknown Nawal Kishur Pressin Lucknow (establishedin
185814)published the letters of Sirhindr at least six
times between 181'7 and lgl3rs. The NaqshbandïMujaddidi shaykh Nur Ahmad (died 13 Sha'ban 1348I
14 January 1930) publishedan edition in Amritsar in
nine fascicules.the first of which is dated Jumàdá altta nZl ,rMay-June1909and the last Jumádáat-tna
1334 , March-April 1916.Afterwards,two reprintsof
this edition have been published; the first one in
Lahore between1964 and 197116.and the secondone.
a photomechanicalreprint, was published in Istanbul
in 1977.
The textual tradition of the Maktubat shows a high
degreeof consistency.In all manuscripts and printed
editions are found. as lar as I have been able to
ascertain.the same number of letters.at least for the
first and secondvolumes as a whole and for the first
114 lettersof the third volumer'. The major inconsistency concernsthoseiettersof Sirhindr that were added
to the third voiume after his death.
First of all, there is the problem of the exact number
of these letters. If we are to take the above-quoted
words of the biographer concerning the number of
these later letters literally, namely that their number
had not yet reachedfourteen, it would mean that to
the original 114 letters another thirteen were added,
making a total of 127.However. the manuscript in the
library of the Muslim University of Aligarh (dating
from 1686) and the one in the library of Cambridge
University, which dates from 1738. have only 123
letters18.Three more manuscriptsof volume III, preserved in the library of the Muslim University of
Aligarh and unfortunately not dated, also have 123
letters.The manuscriptin the library of Dacca University, which dates from 1747, has 124 letters, but a
marginal note, accompanying letter No. 124, and
'Abdulláh,
sayson the authority of
signedby a certain
Muhammad Háshim KishmT that this letter was not
addressedto anyone in particular but was actually
written by Muhammad Ma'slm, Sirhindr's son. It
recorded,the note says, a mystical experienceduring
SirhindT'slast illness which he could not write down
and which he had thereforeasked his son to recordre.
Secondly, none of the nine letters which the two
oldest manuscriptsadd to the original 114 of the third
volume have a foreword and, therefore, no name of
addresseeof these letters is given. Thirdly, letter No.
l15 is identical with letter No. 40 of the original
volume III. Finally. there are three letters containing
Sirhindi's commentary on certain passages from
'Awarif
al-ma'ard',the famous work on the theory and
practice of Sufism by Shiháb al-Drn al-Suhrawardr.
According to his biographers,Sirhindr was asked by
some of his learned contemporaries to write a

commentary on this work2o. In compliance with this
requesthe started to write his commentary, but never
finished it. It is possiblethat the part he was able to
finish has been preservedin the letters.
In the printed editions this major inconsistencyin
the textual tradition of the Maktubat is smoothed
away, to some degree at least. In all editions an
addresseeis given to the letters added to the third
volume after Sirhindr'sdeath21.But they differ as far
as the total number of letters in the third volume is
concerned.Depending,obviously.on the manuscript(s)
they are based upon, theseeditions have either 123 or
124 letters. The Lucknow edition of l9l3 has 123
lettersand the Amritsar edition of 1909-1916
has 124
letters. The editor of this last edition acknowledges
that. accordingto Muhammad Ma'sum, letterNo. 124
is not authentic, but, he adds, since the letter is found
'we
in some manuscripts.
have included it and made it
the sealof the Maktubat22'.
The Amritsar edition of the Maktubat is interesting
since it provides us with some information about the
way in which the editor. Nlr Ahmad, acquittedhimself
of his editorial duties. He began, we are told, by
collectingas manv manuscriptsof the Maktubat ashe
could. An Arabic translation was sent to him from
Mecca and he went to Delhi and to Sirhind in order to
consult the manuscriptsavailablethere23.Nur Ahmad
himself states that the text has been collated from
many manuscripts, some of which date back to the
time of Sirhindí, and that in casesof discrepancyno
manuscript has been neglected.It is very unfortunate,
however.that he does not give more detailedinformation on the manuscripts he collected. Nor does he
specifywhich manuscript he followed in casesof diverging variant readings. He does state explicitly, however. that only in a very few casesemendationsproved
to be indispensable.His remark therefore that the
existingcopiesof the Maktubat are unreliable because
of the pitiful lack of knowledgability of the copyists,
'who
do not even know the difference between the
Arabic prepositionsmin andi/a', would seemto be an
exaggeration2l.With this I do not contend that the
Lucknow (Nawal Kishur) edition could not be improved. But as far as I have been able to ascertain by
comparing the manuscripts in the library of Aligarh
University and those in the Indian Institute of Islamic
Studies in Delhi with the Nawal Kishur edition. the
situation is not as disquietingas Nur Ahmad's remark
would suggest.Most of the irregularities are of the
nature of a slip of the pen, a lapse that can be
recognizedand correctedquite easily.In other respects,
however, Nlr Ahmad's edition is little short of an
edition we would call critical. The text is amply provided with notes. They identify versesfrom the Qur'an
and quotationsfrom Íhe hadrthand translatethem into
Persian,they elucidatediÍicult terms or passages,
they
identify names given in the text and supply biographical information about the persons involved. When a
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letter in whole or in part is written in Arabic, the
Persiantranslationis given concurrentlywith the original text. Finally, in an index at the end of each
fasciculea short summary of the contentsof eachletter
is given2s.
Ahmad Sirhindi has always been - from his lifetime
till today - a rather controversial figure, albeit that
the controversy centered in different times around
different aspects of his personality and ideas2ó. It
seems,however- perhapsin a way against all expectations - that this has not affectedthe textual tradition of his ietters, at least not of the original Persian
text. There existsan Arabic translation of some of his
most controversial letters. which was made in the
seventeenth century by one Muhammad Beg alUzbaki. who tried to show that the fatav:a issued
'ulanta
in the Hl1àz al the request of
against Sirhindi by
some of their Indian colleagues,were basedon a faulty
translation of his Maktuhat into Arabic. According to
Y. Friedmann, however, this translation is linguistically rather strained2l. As far as the original text is
concernedI have so far come acrossonly one example
of a passagebeing adjustedfor hagiographicalreasons.
In one of his letters Sirhindi calls his stay with the
imperial army of the Mughal emperor JahángIr(a stay
subsequent to his imprisonment) compulsory and
enforced2s.In the foreword to another letter, however.
the editor says,at least accordingto the Nawal Kishur
edition, that Sirhindt accompaniedthe imperial army'
out of his own free will. In the edition of Nur Ahmad
this adjustmentof the text has again been reversed2e.
The question whether all letters written by Sirhindi
have been preservedis not just an academical one.
Sirhindr himself tells us that in one of his letters to his
spiritual guide he has included a quite bold and presumptuousquatrain, written, as he says,in a state of
mystical ecstasy.In it he declaresthat on his mystical
path there is no fundamentaidifferencebetweenbelief
and unbelief30.None of the manuscriptsand printed
editions available to us, however, comprise such a
'could
letter. Y. Friedmann has argued that Sirhindï
never have written versescontaining such rank heresy
during a period in which he repeatedlyaffirmed the
complete harmony between his spiritual experiences
and the sharí'ah and in which the whole tenor of his
writing makes hereticalideasof this kind sound dissonant and unlikely'31.This interpretation is disputable
in the opinion of the presentwriter, sinceit misjudges
the character of the letters Sirhindi wrote to Muhammad Báqï bi'lláh and of the ideashe expressedin them.
These are not the letters of an expert in Muslim
theology and jurisprudence,they are the letters of a
Sufi who considersorthodoxy and orthopraxy to be of
the utmost importance for a mystic, but who, at the
same time, clearly statesthat there are different levels
of orthodoxy and orthopraxy. The quatrain under
'rank
heresy' but
considerationshould not be labeled
should be classifiedunder the catesorv of the so-called
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paradoxical or theopathic statements (shathiyyat).
Making such statementsforms in the eyesof Sirhindi
an integral part of the Sufi path. The evidencethat
Sirhindi could not have written this quatrain is therefore not convincing.Sincenone of the lettersthat have
been preservedgive the impressionthat a passagehas
been left out, we have to assumethat the letter under
considerationhas not beenpreserved.But, in any case.
the uniformity and consistencyof all the manuscripts
and printed editions available so far remains unimpaired.
We may concludethat the text of Sirhindi'scollected
letters has stood the wear and tear of time. Whatever
dispute may have revolved around them, the text
available at the time does not seem to have been
questionedby either side.What at times made feelings
run high is the interpretation thereof. The position of
Sirhindi's defendants,mostly members of the Mujaddidi-Naqshbandr brotherhood, has been stated quite
given by'
clearly by N[r Ahmad. Mystical experiences.
God as they are. are in point of fact past expression.
Whatever words the mystic uses to convey his experiences,they alwaysfall short. Therefore.the intentions
of the mystic are much more important than his
words32.The fact that in the eyesof the NaqshbandrMujaddidï community the interpretation of Sirhindl's
letters appears to have been much more important
than the actual text. is perhaps.in a rather curious
way. a kind of guaranteethat this text has beenhanded
down to us (a task largely performed by this community) in a quite careful and reliable way.
NOTES

I A short survey of this tradition is given by B.B.
Lawrence in his foreword to P. Jackson (transl.).ShuruJudtJín Maneri. The Hundred Letlers, New York 1980. pp. xvxix.
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